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VERSE 1

Another bilboard pirces the clouds
With the strech of american publicity
Througout the high rise of the big city
Comes their urgent plea for more money

Bringing forth this twisted fate
This frequent failure to relate
A falling bomb of unkown weight
A lie of tricking those they hate
Useing me as their bate
Then cast me out its not to late!

Sell your soul
Your flesh and bones
Find true hope in cellulare phones

CHORUS

Through fire comes urgance for the buying of your
eternity
Throughout mass conformity comes one weakness of
society
who lost the true meaning of culture and variety
Turn to the man who says he needs more notoriety

VERSE 2

Another steeple breaks through the sky
With a tycoon of failure I'm wondering why
This world of sin is painted high
With rocketing stocks but still I try

To find a way around this mess
This money's driven for sucess
I try to avoid falling in
To this web of public sin
Everyone's got to have one try
Its the american dream now don't be shy!
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Sell your soul
Your flesh and bones
Find true hope in cellulare phones

CHORUS

Through fire comes urgance for the buying of your
eternity
Throughout mass conformity comes one weakness of
society
Who lost the true meaning of culture and variety
Turn to the man who says he needs more notoriety

BRIDGE

While standing here and waiting I look towards the sky
BACKGROUND SING: We turn a blind eye
overstock, overwhelm, oversupply!
BACKGROUND SARCASTIC SING: somethin about the
fourth of july
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